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Roaster
Restoration
Service 
We're experts in reducing emissions
to lower the environmental impact



Why restore?
Purchasing a new roaster can be a significant financial burden, especially when
you're looking for a high-quality machine. Restoring your old roaster is a cost-
effective solution that will give you the same, if not better, performance.

Our team of skilled craftsmen are experts in the field, and will carefully
disassemble, clean, and repair your roaster, ensuring that it works like new again.
We understand the importance of your roaster to your business and that's why
we take the restoration process seriously.

As time goes by, components in your roaster may become worn or damaged,
increasing the risk of accidents or breakdowns. Oil accumulation with other
contaminants can also affect the flavor and aroma of your coffee. But with our
restoration services, we can ensure that all parts are in good working order and
remove any contaminants to retain the signature taste and aroma of your coffee.

In addition to ensuring high production volumes and saving on energy costs,
restoring your roaster also helps reduce waste and prevent more resources from
being used to manufacture a new appliance. It's a smart investment that will
ensure safety, costs and produce consistently high-quality coffee.
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At Voltumachine, we offer a guarantee for all our restoration services



World-wide support: With headquarters in Copenhagen and technical teams in Europe
and America, we can meet your needs quickly anywhere in the world.

Expertise: Our team has extensive knowledge and experience in all types of coffee
roasters. We know the ins and outs of each make and model, and can quickly identify
any issues and provide the best solution.

Quality Workmanship: We pride ourselves on providing top-notch workmanship and
attention to detail. We use only the best quality parts and materials to ensure that your
roaster is restored to its original specifications.

Certification: Our maintenance team is certified and prepared to comply with legal,
technical and administrative regulations, regardless of which country you are in.

Time-efficient: We understand that time is money, and that's why we work quickly and
efficiently to get your roaster back up and running as soon as possible.

Cost-effective: We understand that restoring a roaster can be a significant investment.
That's why we work with you to provide cost-effective solutions that fit your budget.

Warranty: We provide a warranty on all of our restoration services to give you peace of
mind and ensure that your roaster is in good working order for years to come.
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Why you should trust us to 
restore your roaster

Contact us today to schedule your restoration



The process starts with a thorough assessment to
identify any issues. Any damaged parts are repaired
or replaced with new, high-quality components to
guarantee the roaster's longevity and functionality. 

The gas burner of the coffee roaster is taken apart
for a thorough examination of the nozzle wear. The
strength of the ignition spark and the condition of
the flame detector are evaluated. The stability of
the gas system is assessed by measuring internal
pressure and detecting potential gas leaks.

Thermographic images of the combustion chamber
are taken to correct and minimize energy waste.

Our service includes:
Repair / Replacement of any damaged
parts
Maintenance / Replacement of
electrical, and mechanical components
Gas burner control
Cleaning important areas
Emission report

We guarantee the correct restoration of the roaster, 
with a more sustainable roasting.



Chimneys 

Air compressor

Coffee grinder

Packaging machine

(Dis)assembly,

manipulation and

installation of machines

and equipment

Deep cleaning

We also offer maintenance for your:

As we promote efficient, sustainable processes 
we add value to your product while reducing the carbon footprint together.

As well as:

https://lifthing.com/disassembly-manipulation-and-installation-of-machines/


We know the importance that businesses have in the fight against

climate change, and this is why we offer personalized emissions

report, which includes a report with proposals for improvement so

your company can continue on the path of sustainability and energy

efficiency using the available resources.

Sustainability focus

Let's get in touch
info@voltumachine.com

Let us help you take 
your roastery to the next level

mailto:info@voltumachine.com

